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Features
14 Requiem for a rocket
We w elcome a new cont ributor, Don Hladiuk,
who was present at the launch of the last Delta
IV Medium+(4,2) to re port on that historic event
and to review the rocket's flawless record .
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When readers were told last
month that we had a sec ret to
share, I can now disclose that it
was one of the most exciting
opportunities I have had since
be coming Editor of SpaceF/ight
History is central to
understanding where we have
come from so that we can chart a
path to where we are going- two
sides ofthe same coin. Because
of that, the BIS recently approved
a major upgrade to Space
Chronicle- traditionally the home
of space history in Society's
portfolio of publications.
Incorporating all the scholarship
and insightful analysis readers
have been used to, from January
2020 the new Space Chronicle will
additionally be in ful l colour
throughout and will be produced
by the same team that brings you
SpaceF/ight.
The new magazine will also
appear at regu lar quarterly
interva ls throughout the year - in
the opening weeks of January,
April, July and October - with
reviews of historical books, space
for readers' letters and news
about meetings, seminars and
conferences around the world.
SpaceF/ight, meanwhile, will
focus on current and impending
space activity, consolidating
coverage ofthe past, present and
future in the Society's
publications.

Clear air turbulence
SpaceF/ight examines t he rise and rise of th e
expanded-capability Arianespace and the
European commit ment to a significant slice of
the launch ma nifest, despite a recent failure.

22 Apollo 12 - the second coming
The Editor reflect s on the second Moon landing
conducted 50 years ago and summarises the
enhanced capability it afforded.

30 A matter of risk
Head of Space Content for Seradat a David Todd
explores th e challenges facing astro nauts
seeking cover from t he insurance market.

32 Flights to the Outer Moons
An excit ing future awaits planetologists in the
search for possible organic activity on the moons
of th e gaseous oute r giants.
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Ice watch- Knocking asteroids off-course Titan's exploding lakes - Beware of fa lling
rocks ! -Incom ing alien!
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Opinion

8

ISSReport
9 August - 11 September 2019

36 Letters to the editor
38 Multi-media
The lat est spa ce-related books, games, v ideos
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42 Satellite Digest
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46 Society news I Diary
What's happened/ What's coming up
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of humanity.connecting people
to create, educate and inspire,
and advance knowledge in
all aspects of astronautics.
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